






Visual review of various models



VIDEO: Chem Music 13 - Atomos



CHEMICAL ELEMENTS -
� pure substances that cannot be decomposed by 

ordinary means to other substances.
� Made of all the same kind of atoms

Sodium Bromine

Aluminum



ATOM 
COMPOSITION

•protons and neutrons in the nucleus.

•the number of electrons is equal to the 
number of protons.

•electrons in space around the nucleus 
called an electron cloud.

•extremely small.

The atom is mostly

empty space



Commercial Break



What is a Proton?
(+)

�Found in the nucleus

�Positive charged particles, +1 charge/proton

�More massive than an electron

�Number of protons identifies the atom

�Number of protons is called the

Atomic Number



What is a Neutron?
�Found in the nucleus

�No charge, so called neutral, 0 charge/neutron

�Same mass as a proton

�Neutrons add mass and help stabilize the 
nucleus





What is an Electron?

�Outside the nucleus in fixed energy levels, 
Called the electron cloud

�Negatively charged particles, -1 charge/electron

� (Their negative charge is attracted to the 
positive nucleus)

�Mass is so small it is ignored



Electrons are the cause of 
chemical reactions



Diagram of a Lithium (Li) Atom

a. Proton

b. Neutron

c. Electron

d. Nucleus

Electron energy levels

Level one has 2 electrons

Level two has 1 electrons – maximum 8

Color Code the Particles



Neutral Atom = ZERO Charge

�Neutral means no overall charge

�Neutral atom has equal numbers of 
positive protons and negative electrons

�Ex. Lithium: (+3 protons) + (-3 electrons) 
= 0 = neutral atom

�Atoms listed on the periodic table as 
neutral atoms



Diagram of a Lithium (Li) Atom
Note there are 

+3 protons

-3 electrons

0 = neutral atom





Diagram of a Lithium (Li) Atom
Cartoon:

+3 protons

-2 electrons

+1 = neutral atom



What is the Atomic Number?
�Every atom has a unique atomic number

� Atomic number = the number of protons        

= the number of electrons 
(remember neutral atom = 0)

�Listed on the periodic table



Diagram of a Lithium (Li) Atom
What is Lithium’s

Atomic Number?



What is Lithium’s

Atomic Number?

3



Real Mass of Protons, Neutrons 
and Electrons

Particle Mass in grams
Proton 0.000000000000000000000001673

Neutron 0.000000000000000000000001675

Electron 0.0000000000000000000000000001673

VERY TINY!!!!



What is Mass, amu

� Carbon-12 is set as the standard as having a 
mass of 12 amu
Other elements are compared to carbon-12. 

Using this method
�One proton   has a mass of 1.0073 use 1 amu
�One neutron has a mass of 1.0087 use 1 amu
�One electron has a mass of 0.0006 use 0 amu



What is amu?
�Atomic mass unit, amu

�Simplified unit for the mass of 
protons and neutrons



What is mass number?
�Protons and neutrons have all the mass

�So, all the mass is found in the nucleus

(Simply count the number of protons + 
neutrons and you get the mass of an atom 
in amu! 

�Mass Number =  # protons +  # neutrons



Diagram of a Lithium (Li) Atom

What is Lithium’s

Mass Number?



What is Lithium’s

Mass Number?

3 protons   (3 amu)

+4 neutrons (4 amu)

Mass Number 7 amu



What is the (Average) Atomic Mass

�Average atomic mass of 
the isotopes of an atom 
as found in nature. It is 
never a whole number.

This is the Mass listed on the periodic 
table for an element (atom).



Periodic Table Square

Atomic Number

Element Symbol

Element Name

Atomic Mass



Complete summary table from 
your notes.



Phet Activity –
page 3



What is an Isotope?
Atoms of the same element –

Same number of protons, same atomic 
number

Different number of neutrons, 
different mass number.



Two isotopes of sodium.
Mass Number:                              Mass Number:
11 protons + 12 neutrons = 23amu        11 protons + 13 neutrons = 24amu



What is the Mass Number of an Isotope?
� Remember:   Mass Number =

Number of Protons + Number of Neutrons

Example: 2 isotopes of sodium,

Atomic Number 11

Calculate and Compare Mass Numbers
11 protons 11 protons 

+ 12 neutrons                    + 13 neutrons

23 amu vs         24 amu





Check for understanding #2

Lithium  Atomic Number: 3
What are the Mass Numbers of it’s 2 
isotopes?
1st Isotope has 3 neutrons

_____ neutrons  + _____ protons =  ______ amu

2nd Isotope has 4 neutrons

_____ neutrons  + _____ protons =  ______ amu



Check for understanding #2

Lithium  Atomic Number: 3
What are the Mass Numbers of it’s 2 
isotopes?
1st Isotope has 3 neutrons

3 neutrons  + 3 protons = 6 amu

2nd Isotope has 4 neutrons

4 neutrons  + 3 protons = 7 amu



Isotopes & 
Their Uses

Bone scans with 
radioactive 

technetium-99. 

Used to detect 
bone cancer.



How do you name an isotope?
lWrite out the name

l add a dash (hyphen)

lAdd the mass number
l Example:

Sodium-23



What is the symbol for an isotope?

Called the Nuclear Symbol

Show the mass number and atomic 

number in nuclear symbol form

mass number
23 Na 

atomic number 11



Check for understanding #3

Which of the following represent 
isotopes of the same element X? 
Identify X?

A                B                   C             D

234 
X

234 
X

235 
X

238 
X

92 93 92 92



Answer
Which of the following represent isotopes 

of the same element X? Identify X?

A B                   C D
234 

X
234 

X
235 

X
238 

X
92 93 92 92

Atomic Number 92 is Uranium (U)



Summary Table

� Please complete the summary table


